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The Inscrutable Question: Review of Second Day: Atmosphere & Third Day: Seas, Land, & Vegetation, Gen 1:6-13
	31-	The next stop in our study is to take up the events of the fourth day of restoration.  However, to maintain context we noted the corrected translations of the second and third days and a few principles.  Next comes the Second Day: Meteorology.
Genesis 1:6 -	Then God said, “Let there be an atmosphere between the waters.  Let it divide the lower waters from the upper waters.”
v. 7 -	God created from a preexisting pattern the atmosphere, and divided the waters below the atmosphere from the waters above the atmosphere; and it was so.
v. 8 -	And God named the atmosphere heaven.  And it became dusk and it became dawn—Second Day.
	The word that we are translating “atmosphere” is the Hebrew noun:

	uyqr / raqiya / -	“atmosphere” Literally from the Latin: “sphere of vapor.”
This word comes from a root that means, “to spread out” and its literal meaning is a “limitless expanse.”
	At the beginning of the Second Day, the earth was still covered with melting ice and raging waters were gushing downward in an inexorable search for its level.

The Holy Spirit continues to supply infrared radiation while the Shekinah Glory supplies visible radiation. Together they cause the waters to vaporize into a thick mist that begins to rise from the surface.
On the Third Day God is going to create plants, on the Fifth Day, fish and birds, and on the Sixth Day animals and man.
They have water to drink that is headed back to its ocean basins.  Now they have air to breath and a weather system in place to transport the water from the oceans back to the landmasses.
“Then it became dusk and it became dawn—Second Day.”  The next requirement is a place to live and something to eat and so next up on the restorative agenda is the logistical grace provision of landmasses and food, both on the Third Day.
Genesis 1:9 -	Then God said, “Let the waters below the atmosphere be gathered [ hwq / qawah / ] into one place and let the dry land appear,” and it was so.
	The mandate given to the waters was that they flow into permanent boundaries: depressions, basins, and the ocean beds from which they came before the cataclysm.

The verb “be gathered” is the Niphal imperfect of:
	hwq / qawah / -	“to collect; to assemble in one central location”
	A combination of heat, light, and vaporization of gasses into the newly established atmosphere has depleted the volume of water on the earth’s surface.

As the newly melted waters rush to their boundaries they carve out fresh features that prepare the face of the earth for its new inhabitants.
Again Solomon was wise to these things, this time in:
Proverbs 8:27 -	“When He established the atmosphere I [ wisdom ] was there.  When He inscribed the circle—the terminator—on the face of the deep,
v. 27 -	when He made firm the skies above [ the upper waters ], when the springs of the deep became fixed [ subterranean aquifers ],
v. 29 -	when He set for the sea its boundary so that the water should not transgress His command, when He marked out the foundations of the earth …
	Once the waters had obeyed Him, God then established more nomenclature and then proceed with another mandate:

Genesis 1:10 -	God called the dry land earth and the assembled waters He called seas and God saw that it was good.
v. 11 -	Then God said, “Let the earth [ the land ] sprout vegetation, plants yielding seed, and fruit trees bearing fruit after their kind with seed in them, on the earth; and it was so.
v. 12 -	And the earth brought forth vegetation, plants yielding seed after their kind, and trees bearing fruit with seed in them after their kind; and God saw that it was good.
	7-	Here’s the list of divine accomplishments that occurred over the course the third day’s 24 hours:
		1.	The seas and oceans of the world are formed.
		2.	The continents of the world emerge as dry land.
		3.	The plant kingdom with its flora of every region and area appear and flourish throughout the world.
	8-	After the seas were divided into their one place the land that emerged is said to be dry.  This means the dehydration process took place immediately.  And even more miraculous the soil was not left salinized by the receding ocean waters.
	9-	So far only inorganic matter has been restored.  The first order of life is that of plants defined first by the general term “grass,” or “vegetation.”  The Hebrew word is avD / deshe’ / and means “new grass” or “vegetation.”
	10-	As soon as the land was high and dry these plants suddenly sprouted from the soil and grew to maturity within a matter of hours and probably instantly.
	11-	How do we know this?  Because the Written Record informs us that they were yielding seed.  Miraculous?  Indeed!  But that’s not all.
	12-	Name the tree and it sprouted from the soil, grew to maturity, and produced fruit with seed in them—that day!  
	13-	By the time it became evening the landmasses of the world were covered with grasses, vegetables, flowers, bushes, shrubs, and trees.
	14-	And much to the dismay of the evolutionist we find that each species bore seed that reproduced “after its own kind.”  This prepositional phrase includes the preposition, le, plus the masculine singular noun mîn, to which is attached the masculine singular suffix ô:
onyml / lemino / -	“according to its kind”
	15-	This prepositional phrase is important in the creation/ evolution debate.  Of help is this analysis from:
Harris, R. Laird.  Theological Wordbook of the Old Testament.  Vol. 1.  (Chicago: Moody Press, 1980), 1191:
Three significant grammatical points: 1. mîn is always used with the preposition le “to” or “in respect to, according to” and thereby provides specification or “technical enumeration.”  2. mîn always occurs in the singular form.  But it is in fact a collective noun.  3. mîn always is followed by one of five suffixal pronominal endings.
Affixation of these endings strongly suggests that each form has his, her, or its own generic group to which it belongs by order of the creator.
	16-	God is very clear that, from the very beginning, the life forms within His creation are not subject to macroevolution although they may become involved in microevolution.  
	17-	The Lord’s intent was to bring plant life into existence up and operational.  The “sprouting” process was instant although the text indicates that the plants sprouted from the soil and achieved instant maturity.
	18-	The seeds of both plants and trees were a part of this process indicating that the Lord intended for these floras to perpetuate themselves.
Genesis 1:13 -	And it became dusk and it became dawn—Third Day.
	During our discussion of the third day of restoration I made a side comment about weather systems finding their origin in mountain ranges.  Although mountains do have a major influence on world weather they are not the origin of weather.  The purpose of our retrospective analysis and critique is not only to review and highlight several important points of our study but also to correct any misstatements and erroneous information that I may have conveyed in the field of physics.  In order to redact my comments on mountain ranges and weather I’d like to quote from:

Trewartha, Glenn T.  An Introduction to Climate.  (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1954), 81-82:
Winds of the Subtropics.  The subtropical latitudes (25 to 30 degrees) witness the development of great anticyclonic circulations [i.e., high-pressure systems] around a series of oceanic high-pressure cells which are elongated in a general east-west direction.  These subtropical highs appear associated with longitudinal waves in the high-altitude jet stream and westerly wind vortex.  The oceanic subtropical anticyclones are the most persistent and conspicuous features on the general circulation of the atmosphere. 
It is a general rule that the air-mass characteristic of the western portions of the subtropical anticyclonic systems are likely quite different from those along the eastern margins.  It is more especially in the eastern portions of the anticyclones that subsidence is most marked and the typical drought conditions of the horse latitudes (approx. 30 degrees north and south) are best developed.  The strong subsidence in these eastern portions produces a marked inversion of temperature at about 500 to 1500 meters above sea level.  The air above the inversion is very dry and as a result of the dryness and the thermal inversion, rainfall is meager.
Some of the driest regions of the earth are to be found along the west coastal margins of continents and the east side of oceans at about 20 to 30 degrees North and South which come under the influence of the strong subsidence in the eastern parts of the subtropical anticyclones.


